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Editorial
Once again we begin the newsletter by thanking all those people who
have kindly contributed to its production.
Special thanks go to Dr. N.
Whittle (UMIST) for agreeing to write the review article on the sixth CCP5
meeting at short notice. He is also thanked for contributing a second
article to this issue. Dr. David He yes (Royal Holloway) has once again
provided an article or b<o and thoroughly deserves praise for his enthusiasm. Dr. G.S. Pawley (Edinburgh) has provided an answer to some points
raised at his talk at Royal Holloway and Dr, M.P. A.llen (Oxford) has donated a worthy article on (uaternion Parameter Algorithms. Both are sincerely thanked for their efforts,
It is very pleasing to note that most
of the articles appearing in this issue were lUlsolici ted.
It is to be
hoped that such willing help will always be available.
Lastly it is appropriate here to praise the work of the Daresbury
reprographics group who reproduce and circulate the newsletter.
It is
through their flexibility and skill that such newsletters as this are
possible at all.
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General News
1)

The following announcement comes from Dr. David Heyes, CCP5 Secretary
It is now possible for postgraduate students in the UK to claim for
travel expenses to attend the CCP5 meetings. Requests will be conApplications
sidered on thelr merits and the availabllity of funds.
should be sent to one of the members of the CCPS Executive Committee,
Professor J,G, Powles (CCP5 Chairman),
Physics Laboratory
University of Kent
Canterbury
Kent CT2 7NR
Dr. J,H,R. Clarke
Chemistry Department
U.M.I,S.T.
Sackville Street
Manchester M60 1 QD
or. J.L. Finney
Crystallography Department
Birkbeck College
1-ialet Street
London WC1E 7HX

2)
Yet more programs have been donated to the CCPS program library by
David Heyes, N. Corbin and w. Smith, A list of the programs available is
attached,
Readers requiring copies should forward a magnetic tape to Dr,
w, Smith, SERC Daresbury Laboratory, Daresbury, Warrington WA4 4AD.
Copies will be provided free of charge,
3)
Louise Copeland ( UMIST) has asked for the following announcement to
be made:
MD SIMULATION OF A W

MIXTURE

I have written a program to simulate a liquid mixture using a
L,T(12,6) potential. This will soon be a•Tailable on the CRA'l-1 as
part of the CCPS program libr·ary.

The program calculates configurational properties, (i.e. temperature, pressure and potential energy), as well as mean square displacement, distribution and fluctuation functions for a mixture of
two or more components. Any ideas for future development would be
most welcome. Program details will be available shortly.
The next CCPS meting will be at Reading 16th/17th December 1982. The
title of the meeting is:
'New Computers/The Simulation of Quantum Mechanical Systems'.
Interested readers should contact Professor R. Hackney,
Computational Science Department, University of Reading, l>lhiteknights
Park, Reading RG6 2AX.
4)

2
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CCP5 Program Library:
Program

S, Thompson

HDATOM
MDOIAT
MDDIATQ
MD IONS

D. Fincham

HLJ1

"
"
"
"

"
"
D. F'incham and
N. Anastasiou

HLJ2

Heyes
"

HLJ3
HLJ4

"
"

HSTCCH

E'/lALD1

D.

W.F. Van Gunsteren
and D. Heyes

w.

EWALD2
MDMIXT
MCN
SCN
SMP

Purpose

Author

MDATOM
HM.DIAT
MOLIN
MDLINQ
MDTETRA
MD POLY

Sl:ni th

"
"
N.

Corbin

"
"

MD

monatomic liquids

on

MD on homonuclear diatornics

MD on linear molecules
As MDL IN but •,o~i th point qt.Iadrupole
MD on tetrahedral molecules
MD on polyatomic molecules.
MD on monatomic liquids
MD on homonuclear dlatomics
As MDDIAT but with point quadrupole
MD on ionic liquids

MD on

monatomic liquids

As HLJ1, with velocity autocorrelation
l\s HLJ1, with link cells
As HLJ1, with constant P or T

Stochastic dynamics program
Subroutines to calculate potential, forces
or torques in multipole system.
MD for molecular mixtures
MC {Metropolis) simulation of monatomic liquids
MC (Rossky,Friedman, Doll) of monatomic liquids
MC (Path integral method) for monatomic liquids
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Program Catalogue

A REVIE\<1 OF THE SIXTH CCP5 MEETING

The Computer Simulation of Transport Processes held at Royal Holloway
College, Egham between 29tC1- 30th Narch 1982.

M. Whittle

The opening session of the meeting was devoted "o

~he

measurment

of transport coefficients by non-Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (Nm~m).
Professor Hoover (Livermore,USA) as the first invited speaker, presented
a review of these techniques and described some recent applications.
In equllibriu:n systems, statistical mechanics can be used to derive an
equat~on

of state 1rom a knowledge of the pair potential. In NEI'® the

essential problem is how to modify the equations of motion while retaining
this connection between the microscopic and macroscopic points of view.
This problem has been·--136lved for several types of system which the author
classified as

homogeneo~s,

where the normal periodic boundaries are

retained though perhaps modified, and heterogeneous systems which may
involve moving boundary layers or the inclusion of an external field.
A modified equation of motion which effects an isothermal simulation
was then presented and the resulting trajectory plots for a simple three
particle system compared with those at constant energy. The isothermal
plots were considerably ;nore complex.A further modi1"icatior, of the
Hamiltonian using the Doll 1 s tensor

R:~

allows isothermal adiabatic

simulations and this was U3ed to stmulate plastic flow at shear rates
12
1
between 109 -10
s- .Extrapolation of the results to lower shear rates
8 -1
10 s
agreed well with experimental data in that region.
As a further example of the use of modified equations of motion,Hoover
described recent work on ,;he behavior of the heat flux vector in a rotating
system which w·as stimulated by a conflict of theoretical views. A novel
2-D disk simulation was iilvoked using a wedge shaped region w1 th periodic
boundaries at each wall and a heat source at the centre.The equations of
motion were modified by a transformation to rotating coordinates. The results
agreed with the microscopic prediction that F·ouriers la·.... is violated in
a rotating system, while the application af the material frame indifference
principle to this pr:J"olem is suspect. Ir: :he discussion t?:at .follo\oled
Professor Singer asked. i f there was any distinction bet\o/een the definitions
of temperature used by Andersen and Hoover. Hoover replied that they
were both the s,·lme in the larr:;e system limit.

4

The r.ext pap-":r was presented by Professor Singer (Royal Hollo...,ay
College) who discussed methods of measurinc; the shear viscosity in liquid
diatomic systems with particular reference to florine. He had used both
the well known Green-Kubo met:"lod and the newer perturbation NEi1D technique
pioneered by Ciccotti and Jaccuci, In the latter method (and in steady
stateN~~) it is normal to shear the system , however Singer showed

that it is also poss1ble to elongate the MD box along an axes while
reducing its dimensions perpendicular to that axes, This method rather
simplifies the boundary conditions, A step function perturbation of
either type of strain produces a stress response that should rise to a
plateau value proportional to the viscosity. In :::olecular systems however
a plateau is reached only slowly due to coupling of the orientational
variables to the stress relaxation as found by Kivelson and

Allen.

Integration of the total stress corelation function using 500 particles
and 76 000 steps agreed quite '.rlell •,.,ri th the perturbation results although
both sets were noisy in the plateau region. However,a larger calculation
using 864 particles and 50 000 steps surprisingly indicated a lower
viscosity for this system.Proft:Ossor Singer pointed out that quite lar."'e
discrepancies between methods are found even for monatomic liquids,

Dr Ciccotti (Centre d'Etudes Nucl8aires de Saclay, France) gave the
second invited lecture and discussed the applications of NEMD perturbation
methods to the study of transport processes and dynamics.The phenomenological linear transport coefficients are usually related to fluctuations
in dYnamical properties via the Kubo formulae and there is no net transport
of the property under consideration. However, by imposing an external
field on the system which couples to the dynamic variable of interest
the transport coefficients may be measured directly.For very small fields
the perturbation or'subtrachon' technique is useful to observe the tiny
responses in the presence of statistlcal noise. It was sho\o.'n that far
conserved variables the equilibrium and NEl'[D perturbation approach

give

identical results accord in.'!: to linear response theory and that the
derivation can be generalised to ex-press transport coefficients as a
power series for larger imposed fields. Ciccotti then

discus~;ed

the

advantages and disadvantages a;.·· the methods.Although equil1brium
techni.q_ues can in -princi?l:: ;P.8asure

an

transport properties in a single

simulation while :NEil-ill methods are limited to the properties coupled
to the external fie.id, the latter have the advantage that they do not
depend upor: linear response th8ory and can therefore be used
5

~o

investigate

the range of validity oi' this approximation. In addition t:hey can be used
to study classes oi' dynamic prcpe!.'ties inacessible by equilibrium methods,
e.g. rare fluctuations. However, i t is sometimes

d~f.t

·cult to tailor the

correct perturbation and the onset of noise at long times can be troublesome.
An expression for the variance of the noise was derived Hhich depends upon
the magnitude of the response and he concluded that the perturbation should
be microscopicall:r large but mac·roscopically small.

The following paper given by Dr ';•/{A,B, Evans (Canterbury), described
an application of the perturbation method to compute the dynamic structure
factor

S(q,w).

He used

aS

function perturbation in time, proportional to

Cos(s•r) with~ the wave vector and

E

the particle position. However, since

the responses of different wavevec tor:s are independent, it is possible
to 'kick 1 the system with several values of.£. at once. The resulting
responses g(,g,t) can then be combined via their transforms D(q,c..J), to
give the structure factor. The method was tried on a Lennard-Janes system
close to the triple point and gave s. result which co,;,pared favourably with
t.'lat obtained prevloUsly by Levesque using

convent~onal

techniques. Evans

commented that this was a reliable method for small .9. values which are
subject to large errors when the usual transform of g(r) is employed. He
also sugeested that it may be possible to obtain partial structure factors
in mixtures by inventing a field that COU!)les to only one type of particle,

Dr Gillan (Harwell) ,considered the use of the perwrbat10n method
Go measure thermal conductivities, Previous results have all been obta1ned
at non-zero wavevector because tne form of the perturbation used becomes
a constant at zero frequency, By investigatin.:.>; the perturbed eq_uations
of motion and subtracting a portion which has no effect on the heat current
a modified pertubatior: was obtained •,;hich is effective at zero wavevector.
The results compare well witn the usual correlation method. Professor
Powles asked generally how meaningful it is to talk about zero •,;avevector
results in periodic systems.The conference could not supply a direct
answer but Hoover thought that the dependence of viscosity on system
size 'Nas less pronounced for homogeneous shear experiments

~ha.n

for

Green-Ku!Jo methods,Ciccotti commented that system size differences in
the pe-rturbation technique often appear to be established before the
acoustic traversal time.

6

Professor po;.;les -f;ben moved a brief discussion on hardloo'are in
anticipation of the next CCP5 meeting. Dr ['loser made the case for a
hierarchy or computers but

thoug~t

that the Gray was not necessarily

an obvious choice partly because users are reluctant to modify existing
programs. He challenged anyone to produce work on the Gray that could
not be accomplished on smaller machines. A great deal

or

eood work has

been done by workers with unllmi ted time on smaller computers of their
own. Those

•;~i

th experience of the DAP made a strong case for these machines

which are well sui ted to MD work, the only dra'Nback being that they require
a completly new style of programing .Purpose built Mil computers were
deemed to be too inflexible in a rapidly dev-el·:rping field.

Dr J. !·I ,}"l_,Clarke (Manchester, UMIST) started the second day of the
meeting with a talk on structural relaxation and glass formation in liquids.
Structural relaxation can be described in terms

01

the total density

collective correlation function .<J.nd assigned a relaxatlon time 't" •

s

Experimentally, this is related to and may be estimated from the

dielec~ric,

volume and shear relaxation times. In model liquids rs determines the
timescale of equilibration and is also related to the probability of
nucleation at high densities.It is therefore of relevence in glass
transition phenomena. Important factors that may affect '!"8 include the system
size,intermolecular potential and molecular shape,and in a simulation
a convenient monitor of structural relaxation is provided by the configurahonal energy and pressure. When preparing- a glass by quenching, the
relaxation of these properties is somewhat slower tnan the thermal equilibration rate and is size dependent for small systems. Such obserYations
are important since the glass transition temperature may be artificL-1.lly
depressed if a system is not completly relaxed at the time of quench.
Al t'nou.:r,h the radial distributlon function does not change sharply
at the glass transition temperature, more dramatic changes had been
observed in

a related

1

radial

fluct1~tiori

function 1 defined as

(n(r)2)- (n(r))2.rt "'as· sue;gested that ti1is function may be more informative
about the glass transition than g(r), Professor Pow;hes suggested that this
funct1.on was related to the z.ero wa'revector structure factor and Dr Jacucci
commented that some very long runs on Lennard-Janes Argon had recently
raised

the simulated glass

t~ansition

value,
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temperature closer to the experimental

Cur third invited spea~er, :?rofessor !N,A.Steele (Pennsylvania,USA)
spoke next about orientational correlation functLms of experimental
interest. He concentrated first on the self correlation functions Pr,(Cos 8)
with L.::l-4, The memo.t'y functions derived from these data

x1 ( t), provide

a stringent test of model memory functions particularly for higher values
of L.The autflOr cited recent work on liquid Er 2 and showed simulated
memory functions that ·.rere irreconcilable with small step diffusion
although both the Nee-Z'Wanzig and Torque models were quite successful.
However, on increasinc the angular dependence of the potential using
a quadrupole moment, the memory func·tions aquired a dip which could not
be reproduced by c;he ·Torque model. He moved on to dicuss translation rotation coupling ani its effect on coordinate displacements which is
of particular relevance to quasi-elastic neutron scattering results.
He recognised two kinds of coupling: one which produces a local anisotropy
relative to the molecular orientations at zero time, and a second coupling
between molecular orientntion and the centre of mass raotion(> It was shown
that in the absence of coupling of the second kind one can eenerate the
atomic distribution function by convoluting the orientai:ional and centre
of mass distribution functions. Comparison of this approxir;;ation with
the s1mulated atomic distribution function

th~n

serves to isolate T-R

coupling of the second kind.In the system studied both types of coupling
were insignificant, It was suggested that T...:R coupling only becomes
important when the decay of the velocity correlation function is short
compared to that of the angular correlation time. In

~his

case molecules

maintain their orientations while the translational functions decay.

R.M.Lynden-Bell used a different approach to the analysis of rotational
cor~elation

functions and expressed them as a cumulant expansion in terms

of the angular velocity correlation function (AVCJ!'), Simulations were
carried out at three temperatures for

·;~hich

the AVCF

sho•;~ed mar~cedly

different behaviour. The first term of the expansion 'Was a second order
cumulant integral and produced good agreement wi ti"l the 1ni tial slope
of the orientational correlation £'unctions which were measured up to
order 4 and coincident at short times.At longer ti:nes iunctior.s of different
order dl.SDlay different slopes on a logari thm.Lc plot and this behaviour
could. be described by the inc:tueion of h1gher order cumulants. The direct
link thus forged beh<een reorientaticnal moti-:n and the

,I.VO~'

means that

the correct behaviour of the latter is essential in a..'1y useful model

8

of molecular rotation. Various models were tested on this basis. Although
J diifusion and the Langevin models car. reproduce the departu;res of higher

order correlat1.on functions from simple Debye behaviour the AVCF for these
models is inadequate at high density where the si;JlUlat·:od function has a
negative portion.Truncated f1ori expansions cannot be Jirectly related to
tf"le cumulant method but provide a different approa.ch.They require many
terms to describe a cage effect involving the reversal of angular velocity.
The cumulant expansion treats the AVCI!' as an observable quantity.

Dr M.Zopi (Florence,Italy) used 1,1D on J.rgo:-1 'Hitl1 a 39-r:-cer multi-

dimensional potential to

~ind

the best fit of a three parameter polarizability

model by calculating the interaction induced Rayleigh s-pectrum and
comparing spectral moments with experimental data. The three parameters
corresponded to a long range DID contribution,an effective lntermedia.te
range term and a ShuTt range electron overlap

term.T~o

seta of parameters

were found to give reasonable agreement with the first t'.>/o moments in the
gas phase but in the liquid phase there was only poor comparison. The
author suggested that this may be due to the importance of three body
terms neglected in the simulation.

Dr D.J.Tildesley (Southanrpton) returned to the theme of reorient<:ttional

motions and presented simulation results for

cs 2

a:t three tem-peratures.

Single particle correlation times are in good agreement •rti th R2.man and
NI"IR data for this system. Memory functions showed a pronounced negative
dip at low temperature and it was lOUnd that a i'1ori three variable theory
•rtas an insufficient description.The time correlation !unction of the
collective orientation fluctuations forms a major contribution to
ti1= depolarwed Rayliegh spectrum and the ratio of the collective time
c:o tne sinp,le particle relaxation time is therefOre o.f i;;<portance when
comparing Raman and Rayleigh data.It wa1; found to be around unity at high
temperature but ::;;omewhat reduced in the cooler simulations. Tr.s.nsla1.ional
dJ.ffuaion was observed to be anisotro-pic and the. ratio of cOefficien-ts
D;;

/DJ..

increased down the orthobaric curve from 1.6 c.o 2.2.

Dr P.Hadden (Cambridge) described the application of the max1.mum

entropy method,unashamedly stolen from data reconstructicn methods
in astrophysics (Nature 272 p686 S.:F'.Cull and G.J .Daniell), to the analy.sis
of noisy data in whic;.,_ low intensity features may be hi...: -'ten o:· cor:..£'w;ed
by spurious Bessel functions left over
g

I

com a

.t·o~J:ier

analysis. The data

is fitted in :b,ourier tr2-ns1'orm space by curves j(w) 'dhich are acceptable
in the sense that che chi-squared parameter is sufficiently small. Using
these as

1

states 1 to define an

1

entropy 1 in a manner reminicent of

statistical thermodyna;nics, one curve is chosen which maximises the

1

entropy 1 ,

Prom an alternative vie•,..point, spectral features correspond to a quantity
of information and the j(w) obtained in this way has an information
content warranted by the data and no more. The method was applied to
a Rayliegh spectrum of water and showed that the data was insufficient
to support claims for a second Brillouin peak,

Owing to th'O' unfortunate absence of Dr :E'renkel through illness, Dr
Madden presented an extra paper describing work by Rc-lmpey and I.NcDonald
on the isotope effect on J.ibra.tional mohons in water.These can be studied
by Neutron scattering IR and Raman spectroscopy_. Deuterating shifts
the bands to lower frequency, Using the i<!CY potential ,hydrogen bonding
effects can be reproduced in sLnulations and it was sho'HTI that by scaling
the D20 orientation correlation functions with the square root of the
moment of inertia they become coincident wi tn. those of 'Hater,

Dr R. Impey (Cambridge ) described l'ill of ionic solutions using
the £:iCY and Clementi potentials. Ion-H20 radial dist.ribur.ion 1unctions
•..Jere presented which clearly demonstrated structural enhancement around
the lithium ion,The data suggested a

1

tilt angle 1 (between the ion- oxygen

separation vector and the dipole vecto_r of water) of about zero.Results
for K,..showed a less pronounced structw.ral effect in agreement 'Nith ~vidence
from a wide variety of experimental sources.The presence.of 1 solventbergs 1
is known to have a dramatic effect on diffusion coefficients and -r.hese
ws::ce estilll.ated from the mean squared displacement and the velocity correlation
function. Although statistics are poor with only a single ion, both methods
agreed on values of O.)xlo-5 m2 s-l for Li+ and 0.2xlo-Sm2s-l forK+ ,
The VCF was computed by normal me-r.hods and by the perturbation technique.
The latter however, ,,;as subject to strong oscillations at about the
acoustic traversal time

~hich

subsequently destroy the credibility of

the signal. ·rhe form of r.he VC.F" s suggested that Li+ was trapped in a
long lived solvent cage wnile K+ was not.H.esidence times of solvent
molecules within the cage or hydration shell can be estimated by
introducing a correlation function dependent on whether or not a water
molecule is a member of the shell.'l'his gave crude estimates of 1: R~ ).2 ps

10

for K -rand rR> 18ps for Li +with 5-8 ps being the experimental value
for pure water.'l'he reorientativnl correlation function

for •..!ater in the

vicinity of the ions was also computed and showed a pronounced librational
glich for Li+ whlch was not present forK+. Dr Clarke as~ed how the
ratios of diffusion coefficients com·pared with experimental values and

2

Dr Impey replied that ~/% 0 was about right •..,rhile ~l+/DH 0 was rather

2

too small indicating that the solventberg induced by the ion •,.;as too
large in the simulation,

DI.' Vallauri (ilorence,Italy) discussed the momentum transfer of a
test particle in collision with neigl1bouring shells of atoms.Using a
velocity cross correlation function he compared results for a D..ennardJones system and one using a

1

softer 1 potential, the maximum value

being used as a measure of momentum transfer.The results apparently
suggested that more momentum is passed to the bulk liC!uid for a soft
potential than for a normal Lennard-Janes system.

Dr Step to (Nanchester, U:i<liST) described recent work by C.J .C.Edwards
relating the diffusion coefficient of macromolecules to the chain structure.
The si:nula tion involved a chain model with no assumptions regarding the
the segment distribution and the solvent was a continuum of chosen
viscosity .Configurations were chosen by metropolis sa.mpling techniques,
The results demonstratecl ~iP,nificant deviations from the standard
Kirkwood-Ri eseman theory::· --.

Dr Pawley(Edinburgh) presented latest results obtained on the DAP
in a stud/ ol the plastic crystal phase transition in SF • Each element
6
of the 4096 array is assigned a molecule and calculations are then performed
parallel. Arranged in the orientationally disordered plastic crystal
phase at 80 K the system 'Has cooled to 25 K when cooperative behaviour
resulted in the formation of domains of orienta tional order '"hich could
clearly be seen on diagra;ns taken through the crystal planes,

Dr 1-l.Neumann ('.Vien, Austria ) ·J.escribed simulations of the depolarised
Rayliegh wing spectrum for systems of almost spherical molecules. }<'our and
six centre Lennard-Janes potentials were chosen ·which g.tve good agreement

ll

'.'/ith a ranse of experimental data for CC1 ,cF and Si· • The depolarised
6
4
4
spectra of these systems are slightly different in form from each other
and frora Argon ;..rhich is now

'well understood 1 .Various polarisability

models "'ere tried and good agreement •,.;i tb. the experi:nental spectrum
'..<as

found for CC1

4

and CF

4

except at low frequency w!1ere these materials

exhibit a lorentzian character. 1rhe atom-ato:n DID model produced t:"le best
fit. Better agreement at low frequencies was found for the S:i!'

simulations
6
but non of the models could reproduce the double exponential form of this

spectrum.
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Transcript of Discussion on Computers.

CCPS Meeting March 1982.

D. Heyes

In the ccntinuing effort to promote "grassroots:' participation in CCPS,
an infonnal discussion on computing facilities was held during the ~~larch, 1982
CCPS meeting at Royal Holloway College.
This took place at the end of the
first session.
Professor J.G. Powles (University of Kent) chaired a lively debate on what
computing facilities the computer simulators ,.rant in the near future.
Professor
Powles had a leaning towards the widespread availability of small computers,
which each group could devote entirely to its m•m work, rather than share time
on a large remotely sited machine.
Dr. D. Fincham (D.A.P. Support Group, Q.M.C.) s:::tld that ~~-e are now entering
a new era o:f computer tedmology in •.vhich it will be necessary for each worker
to choose between one of many differently designed computers.
Each problem will
be best sui ted for one particular computer ''architecture",
We are now entering
ru1 age of task designed computers.

Professor C. lvbser (C.E.C.A.M., Paris) and Professor R.W. Hodmey (Reading)
made the point that the large mainframe machines such as the ICL D.A.P., CR:\.Y-1
and CYBER 205, and the smaller (mini-) computers such as the V.A.C.S. 780 1dere
not incompatible and were, indeed, complementary.
Pro'fessor Moser said that the CAAY-1 was a powerful scalar computer with
flexible vector processing capabilities using a variable vector length.
The
CYBER 205, however, handles longer vectors and needs considerable reprogramming
of a CDC 7600 code, for example, to take advantage of this.
Also the CRAY-1
was a more tested machine.
He said that ~~ronte Carlo programs carmot be
vectorised and for this one Nould use a distributed processor, although Ising
model problems are suitable for the CR:\Y-1.
Dr. G.S. Yawley (Edinburgh University)
added that an I.C.L. machine equivalent to twenty CRA.Y-l's was being plarmed.
At the other end of the market one could buy about 8 )..hmdahl 780' s for the
price of one Ci~AY-1 and Professor Hackney said that an I.C.L. Perk mini-computer
would only cost £20 ,ceo.
Professor Hackney said that the S. E. R. C. established
these large remotely accessible computer bases to prov·ide small users, 1.vho
cannot even afford mini -computers, 1vi th access to powerful computing facilities.
Consequently, he supported such centres.
Professor ~·!oser added, in support,
that there are certain problems such as those involving Fluid ~·fechanics 1vhich
can only be performed on a large ma~~frame machine.

Dr. P.

~fadden

(University of Cambridge) considered that we should encourage

small computers on philosophical grounds for student use, as this is pTobably
going to be the future trend in computing.
This debate will, no doubt, continue at the next CCPS meeting to be held
at Reading University on the 16/17th December, 1982.
The title of the
conference is:
"New Computers/The Sirnula tion of Quantum Mechanical Systems".
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Non Equivalence o' the Step and Delta Function in
Perturbation Experiments.

M. Vhi ttle

At the last CCP5 meetinp,- we raised the question of equivalence between

step and delta .£'unction perturbation experiments and provo;.ced some incredulity
among members of the audience, We would like to qualify our statements by
presenting some data and the germ of an explanation for our results.
The response of an observable 0(1:£) at- wavevector

to an equ1.librium correlation function (

(o(t)}

)

0

where the perwrbation

rj; (Js,t)

can be related(l)

by,

,= kB\: J_., dt•{o(t,t) J(-;,,t•)}
t

!-'

0

id(Js,t')

( 1)

couples to a dynamic variable with corr~sponding

current J. The response of the current itself to a delta function perturbation

is then just the correlation function ,

(2)
while a step function gives the integral,
t

(J(l)} t =

k\

B

l (J(t:,t) J(-t:,o)}
o

0

( 3)

dt

Integration of the response to a delta function perturbation should therefore
be identical to the observed response in a step function experiment.
In figures 1 and 2 we make this comparison at two densities in liquid
for: the xz component of the stress tensor in response to shear. rate
2
perturbations of the same symmetry. Th'--se results were obtained by direct

c1

subtraction of trajectories rather than by Linearising and expanding thA
equations of motion. Evidently the responses are not identical in that the
delta function clea:r:ly results in a better SJ.(':nal to noise ratio·at lonp,
times.This is very desirable, particularly in this instance where the maximum

value reached by the resnonse at long times corresponds to the v1soosi ty of

the system.
'l'he development of equation (l) rests upon the ergodic theorem in
that the aneular brackets imply a statistical

r~sponse

obtained by averaging

over many pairs of trajectories or 1 segments 1 .Thus al thow_;:'l we may expect
the resnonses ir. figs 1 and 2 to

conve~ge

after a large number of segments

have been taken, for the few runs feasible in practice expressions 1-3 are
not strictly valid and the detailed response, i.e. the noise, n10:ed not be
equivalent.
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Fig,1
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Shear stress response to a step function perturbation in strain
rate '( (------), and the integrated response to a delta function
perturbation (
),
For diatomic Lennard Jones chlorine, bond
length 0.65, T == 1.5 p = 0,49.
Averaged over 7 and 6 segments
respectively.
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Fig,l, T*

0.75, p*"" 0.59,
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1·0

Averaged over 8 segments.

If

wt:

represent 'the trajectory in phase S',)ace as a line(t'iP.; 3, AB)

then a delta function results in an al"10st parallel path AC. In the linear
response regime, a delta function

OL

twice the magnitude •aill produce another

trajectory AD, again parallel but twice the

is equivalent to a series of delta
of confL;urations AE,

•;~hich

f~Dctions

1

distance 1 from AB. A step function
and therefore produce a series

move progressivly further from the original

set so that at long times consider<>.bly iT•Ore noise appears in the derived
responses for small systems.

E

Fig. 3

D

c
B

time

A

The noiseless result of linear response ti1eory (Eqfl 2. rl.Dd 3) is obtained onl;r
in the limit of large systems or by averaging over very many secments.

Reference
(1)

G, Ciccotti, G. Jacucci, I.R.i'lcDcnald,
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J. Stat. Phys. 21, 1 .(!979).

Equiparti tion?

G.S.

Pawley

At the recent CCP5 meeting at Royal Holloway College I presented

phase of SF 6 1vhich
gav:e a temperature, as culcul:.:1ted from lL1ear velocities, system-atically different from that as calculated from angular velocities.
The suggestion. that this is evidence that the elementury excitations
in the system involve a coupling bet·Neen the ·translational and rotat-ional motion was not well received, but as there was no clear
argwnent as to why til.is would not be so I wish to raise the matter
in thes.e pages so that people can ponder the matter at lengt:'l.
Eq_ul_partition takes place Oetween the elemente.ry excitations oi' thesystem, and if there is translational-rot::J.tional coupling tllerein
then the use of (say) linear velocities alone to find the temperature
is not valid. The system can be expressed in terms of any set of
generalised coord.instes, and the temperature obtained from the
squares of these generalised velocities is independent of the
coordinate system as long as the total number of generalised
Hov1ever one cannot take an arbitrary
velocities is included.
subset and hope to get the right temperature, and the set of linear
velocities is such nn arbitrary subset.
some

?vi~

D.

results of the plastic
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QUATER.NION ?ARA.!"lETER ALGORITHHS

M. P. Allen

Introduction

There has been a steady growth of interest in recent years in the use of
quaternion parameters to represent rigid body orientations in classical mechanics.
Of most relevance here, of course, are the molecular dynamics algorithms based on
quaternion parameters

j1j, <:vhich are represented in the CCPS program library j2j

but the wider interest is clearly shown by the discussion, in some detail, of
quaternions in the second edition of Goldstein's text 'Classical Mechanics' j3j
In this article, I v1ish to summarize the orientalional equations of motion, as
cOncisely as possible, 1.n quaternion form, and to draw attention to a way of
integrating them which, I believe, has not been studied extensively.

This

approach may be mast useful when the interaction potentials are simply expressed
in terms of the quaternions themselves (multipale-multipole interactions are an
example).

Some of the discussion

~.;rill

be restricted to the case of spherical top

molecules, for simplicity, but it should be clear hmv to extend the treatment to
the general case.

Huch of this material will be familiar to many readers, and I

make no great claims of originality as regards this general approach.

Quaternion parameter notation

I will use lower case symbols to represent scalars and vectors, and upper
case for quaternions:

_,
"'

I follow Goldstein

~n

(qo' q)

( 1)

numbering the four scal2.r components of the quaternion from

18

zero.

As indicated here, the triple (qJ, q2, q3) may often be regarded as a
+.

vector q ~n 3D space.

Quaternion "multiplication" is defined:

P*Q

=

-+ +

-)-

-)- +

Q*P f. P*Q, but it

This operation is not commutative, so
unambiguously write

-+

(2)

(poqo - p.q, Poq + qop - pxq)

P*Q*R = P*(Q*R)

(P*Q)*R.

=

~s

associative, so we can

This last property is in contrast

-> +

to the vector cross product pxq which appears in equation (2),

Addition of two

quaternions, and multiplication of a quaternion by a scalar, are both simple
component-by-component operations.

The conjugate of Q is written Q:
+

(3)

(qo, -q)
so that

(4)

Here,

o- is

lql 2

the null vector, and the nann

is defined

Iql'

(5)
-1

For a quaternion Q with unit norm, Q is the same as Q
the resultant

f.l*Q "'

, the inverse of Q, s~nce

+

(1, 0) acts as an identity element.

Goldstein discusses the way ~n which a quaternion Q with unit norm may
represent the orientation of a rigid body, and clarifies the relationship between
the components of Q and the Euler angles (<[>8lj;) ~n various conventions.
rotation matrix

A,

The

defined by
+b
r

~

- -+s

A

r

-+b
-+s
where r and r are the components of a vector ~n body-fixed and space-fixed
coordinate systems, respectively, can in,!adably be Hritten in the symmetrical
form:
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(6)

1
•

A

( 7)

•

To achieve this, one should choose a definition of Q which is consistent with the
Euler angle convention employed (this has not always been the case in the past).
For example, in the

1

y-convention

1

141,

the definitions

(tj!+cjl)cos~e

qo

=

cosi

q,

=

sin~ (lJ;-¢) sin~e

q,

•

cos 1 (lj;-ili) sinl8

q,

=

sin!(l/I+Q)cos~e

( 8)

yield equation (7).

'

'

.

With such a choice, as is well-known, the rotation from

body-fixed to space-fixed coordinates can be expressed as a quaternion operation.
·
·
Rb __
-+b
s
-+s
.
Def1ning quatern1ons
(0, r ) , R "' (0, r ) , equat1ons (6),

(7) are

equivalent to
(9)

_Equations of motion

The orientational equations of motion,

1n

quaternion form, may be derived by

straightforward but tedious trigonometry applied to the time derivative
considering the time-evolution of A.

Q,

or by

The result ~s usually expressed in terms o£

a 4x4 matrix acting on the four components of an angular velocity quaternion

nb "'

(0, ~wb)

(body-fixed) or

n' ""

(0, ~s
w)

(space-fixed)' but is most compactly·

written:

.

(10)

Q

For a spherical top, the time deri·.;ative of the angular velocity

20

~s

g~ven

by

(ll)
b

where N

~

-+b

s

=

(0, n ), N

-+s

-0-s

~>-b

(0, n ), and n

and n

.

are the body-flxed and space-fixed

components, respectively, of the applied torque, divided by the moment of inertia.

Consider how these equations are integrated.

Typically,

(e.g, in the CCPS

program library) equations (10) and (11) are treated using a pair of (say) 4th
order predictor-corrector procedures, coupled together:
(a) PREDICT the new values of

•
Q, Q, • , r:P•) from Current values of Q, Q etc. ;

(b) PREDICT the new values of ~b

•b

'

b
(c) EVALUATE N from the predicted

(d) CORRECT the values of

(e) EVALUATE lQ*!l

b

nb ' n•b

bl'l

n , .. n
Q;

etc.,

from the corrected

(f) CORRECT the values of Q,

from current values of ~b etc.;

Q etc.,

USl.ng

nb

Nb (equation (11));

and the predicted Q;

using

!Q''nb

(equation (10)),

This sequence is generally followed by a renormalization o£
cumulative effects of algorithm error (hopefully small~).

Q to counteract the
The predictor steps

will generally be sinple Taylor series, while the corrector will be the Gear
formula

lSI

appropriate for a first order differential equation,

This approach has been sho\m to "Work well.

(10) or (11).

Dealing with body-fixed angular

velocities and torques is necessary if the approach is to handle, in a natural
way, non-spherical molecules.
computation of kinetic energy.

The angular velocities are available for the
Other beneficial features will be mentioned later.

However, one obvious feature, in view of equation (10),
redundant information iS being StOred
derivatives of both.

lU

the form

Of

1s

that a lot of

Q, )2b, and the first 4 time

Remember that one maJ.n idea behind the quaternion approach

>.;as to obtain equations of motion which are not singular (as the Euler equations
are) without going so far as to store (for example) all 9 components of the
rotation matrix, plus derivatives.
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Hy interest here is with the alternative method, namely the elimination of
the angular velocities from equations (10) and (11) to yield a single, secondorder, equation of motion.

For a spherical top, the result is the same 1:vhether

one starts from the body-fixed or space-fixed forms of (10),

(11), and is

( 12)

..

The second derivative Q contains a "kinetic" part, but the more interesting term
is N which can be expressed in terms of body-fixed or space-f.ixed torques:

(L3)

=

The chain rule for differentiation shows that N is actually a quaternion
or

11

11

force"

torque", and c. an be expressed

(14)

where V is the. potential energy and the derivatives 3/dqi may be taken holding
the other J quaternions constant (see below).

The situation for non-spherical

molecules lS only slightly more complex, in that at some stage the torque must
be expressed 1n body-fixed coordinates so as to divide out the principal mome.nts
of inertia.

The suggestion, then, is that equation (12) may be integrated directly,
using equation (13) or (14) for N.

Any algorithm suitable for general second-

order differential equations could be employed, as long as it does not demand
the absence of time derivatives of Q on the right; the Gear methods would be
appropriate for instance.

The scheme would be:

.

(a) PREDICT the new values of Q, Q, .. , from their curr.ent values;
(b) EVALUATE the right hand side of equation (12) as a function F(Q,Q);
(c) CORRECT the values of Q,

Q,, ..

using F(Q,Q)
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(equation (12)).

Only the quaternions Q and their time derivatives need be stored; probably 5
derivatives would be needed to achieve a.n accuracy comparable Hith the pair of
4th order algorithms mentioned above.

There would be no need to store angular

velocities, Euler angles, direction cosines or rotation matrices; the angular
velocities could be obtained from equation (10) and the kinetic energy Hould be
given by ''Is
w

2

• jlw

b'

•

2IIQI'·

•

Now for the caveats.

The astute reader will already have noticed that the

torque N is not completely defined by equation (14), since Vis actually a
function of 3 independent angular parameters, not 4.

to V, without changing its value,

N+fQ,

a'/at 2

<I QI'l
<I Ql'l

lql'

= 1'

we have

"

2(Q*Q)o

=

2(qoqo+q1q1+q2q2+q3q3)

"

<nb),

"

i (Q>'<N) o

"

& (qono+q1n1+qzn2+q3n3)

"

(Nb) o

where ( ••• )o means "zero
zero.

thereby replacing N in E}quation ()I,) by

The extra term simply affects the time evolution of the norm of Q.

Remembering that

a/at

but

In fact, because Q has unit

th

component of''.

(Qs)o "
"

s

(N ) o "

0

(!Sa)

0

(15b)

Both o£ these quantities should be

Since the CCPS implementation makes use of body-fixed angular velocity

and torque components, equations ( lSa),

(lSb) are guaranteed, that is the norm

remains constant to at least second order.

Equation (l5b) will also be obeyed
b

in the integration of equation (12) if we obtain N from Ns or N , via equation

(13).

The problem arises if He use equation (14) for N, when the differentiation

should really be carried out subject .£9._ the condition (lSb).

In practice it is

simpler (and equivalent) to take unconstrained derivatives, as suggested above,
and then correct N.

.

sett~ng

n b0

~

This can be done by transfoming N to Nb (equation (13)),

0 , d'lVl'd'~ng n1,
b n b2 , n3b by the principal moments of inertia in the

non-spherical case (since this
ing back toN.

~s

a convenient point to do it) and then transform-

Alternatively, in the case of the

sph~rical

top, tve could simply

compute the projection f = q 0 na+q1nt+q2nz.+q3n3 and then replace N by N-fQ.
A similar procedure would be used to ensure that equation (lSa) 1.s satisfied:

these procedures are no less important, for the integration of equation (12),
than the simple rescaling of Q to guarantee unit norm.

The reader may like to

consider whether similar corrections should be applied to the third and higher
derivatives of Q.

I

have conducted preliminary runs for single-particle and for many-particle

systems of rotors pinned to lattice sites, comparing the direct integration of
equation (12)

(by 5th order Gear algorithm for 2nd order differential equations)

with the integration of equations (10) and (11)

(by a pan of 4th order Gear

5

algorithms for 1 t order differential equations).

In each case, point rnultipole

potentials (expressed as simple polynomials of the quaternion parameters) were
used, and N obtained via equation (14).

The direct method looks promising in

this particular application, but only becomes competitive (as far as energy
conservation is concerned) l'lhen the corrections suggested above are incorporated

,
'
•
at eac h t1me
step; ot,1erw1_se
t l1e

II

zero th components II o f

velocity in the body-fixed frame soon build up.

torque and angu l ar

Merely correcting the torque is

0

itself insufficient; the time derivative Q must be made "orthogonal" to Q, to
prevent the accumulation of error during the run.

Conclusion

It is possible to integrate the orientational equations of motion, J.n
quaternion form, directly, i.e. as second order differential equations.

This

approach would be useful when the potential energy can be easily expressed 1n
terms of the quaternions themselves, and it saves a little on storage compared

24

,.;ith the usual treatment, as a pair of first order differential equations,
The way in which the direct approach deals

~vith

non-spherical molecules, and

the corrections which must be applied to ensure that time derivatives of the

norm

IOl 2

are zero, are less elegant than the corresponding features of the

normal method, but are not particularly time-consuming.

Any comments?
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i\ !C'\Dl!ITION

DA'~i\GE

ALCDRITilM

by

D.M. Heyes

During the simulation of radiation damage, RD, events by
Holecular Dynamics,

~,!D,

isolated high energy collisions take place

at the same time as lower energy lattice rela."Cations.

An algoritlun

which can efficiently accomodate the demands of both of these processes
1s described belm./.

In equilibrium state

f:[l

a central difference, CD, -formula to

2
increment the particle positions, E(t) could be used .

This starts

from Newton's second law and employs a finite difference scheme to
obtain the velocities, r(t+6t/2), at half-time step intervals:

C.D.

2
r(t+/\t) = r:Ct) + ;_ct-llt/2) 1lt + F_(t) llt /m,

(!)

~(t+6t/2)

(2)

=

[~(t+llt) -r(t)] 1\t-l

F[t) and m are the force on md the mass of a particle, respectively.

The CD algorithm has the disadvantage that positions and velocities
are not simultaneously defined and thus an instantaneous total eneTgy
is not evaluable.

The '1/erlet

a~proach

0

:

Verlet.

~(t-Ilt)

7

+ f(t) IIC /m,

"

r(t)

=

(r(t+6t)
~

r(t-6t))/211t,
~

does not suffer from th_i_s clrai'fback.
26

(3)

Both CD and Verlet depend for their success on the forces
being small enough not to change the velocities sig nificantly over

a few

This is not a V8lid assLnnption usually in RD

time steps.

simulations .
.c\11 excellent, easily perfonned, algorithm \ifhich can be used fo1·

4

s

RD which is called the Average Force,A.F., method is described below ' .

Essentially it is a single cycle predictor-corrector scheme.
;\.F.

(a)

Predict tentative nmv nositions of all particles:

r

(b)

1

(t+6t)

=

r(t) + r(t)6t

(S)

Correct new positions by evaluating the forces,

f', derived

from the r'(t+6t):

F = (F'+F(t))/2,
~

( 6)

~

Then,

r(t+6t)

r(t+6tl

=

•

r(t)

+

r(t)6t

r(t)

+

PL\t/m.

+

-

2

f6t /2m,

( 7)

(8)

In order to economically sample time and space during RD
calculations the time step duration, 6t, is varied with a ma-ximum
particle displacement criterion.

Before incrementing the positions

the time sten, 6t, is evaluated so that the largest distance moved

by any particle, 6r, whether by the action of force,

27

(9)

6tf " /cl (2m/f(t)),

or by velocity,

6t

v

= d(m/2T)

!.

2

(10)

,

(T is the temperature)

does not exceed d = d*r 0 /2.

Here r

0

is the nearest neighbour

distance which is equal to 3.14 and .3.615 in KCt and Cu at room
temperature.
It is important to accurately compute individual trajectories

for RD.

To test the properties of the above algorithms a 2000 eV

K+ acting through its short range i.Tlteraction potential only \vas
directed towards a like stationary particle;

off-centre trajectories,

both with head-on and

as shown in fig. 1.

E;

I

/

---

.......

I

\/

,..x..

G--"-.-/

------.........,..

m2 ··.

Fig.

1.
A sketch of the

tl·iO

rarticles colliding.
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..... ,

\

/

\

I

Here:

E. = ZkeV
1

p 1s the impact parameter.
If p;'O, then

6-8

2

2

2

1

{ cos8+(r -sin 8) 2

~

}

(11)

(r+ 1)

1vhere

(12)

=1

Note, i£ r

then,

(13)

}{ence,

8 =

-1("~_: /E i J l
cos

Also if p

Ef
E.

=

0

=

1 - 4 m mz! (m +m )
1
1 2

=

1,

1

and if r

(14 J

Ef' IE .
.

1

2

(15)

(16)

0

In passinp,, it 1s of teclmical interest perhaps to note that
the CD clJlproach does not pennit simultaneous knm1'ledge of the kinetic
and potential energies.

Thus

~~·hen

impacting pa.rticles are close to

their point of nearest approach, total energy will appear to be
more poorly consenred than in fact may be the case.
In Table 1 the energy conservation and trajectory accuracy
(through 9) are compared for the above algorithms and a number of
potentials of interaction,
test runs.

The U>!RCC CDC 7600 '·1'as used for these

It is demonstrated that the AF method gives better than

l ~ energy and angle of reflection accuracy, whereas the CD approach
can have energy decrements of 20% of the initial kinetic energy
(= ZCOO eV).

Increasing d* from 0.05 to 0.09 causes the energy loss

to rise from 0.63 to

with a head-on composite potential (C) event.

TI1e energy decrement for the softer \ll-1 collision using
only

d*

=

0.09 is

0.2~J.

Application of linear interpolation between tabulated force
values can improve the force accuracy by up to 2. 5% for both C and
potentials.

~·!H

As most of the movement in all time increments is velocity

initiated it is perhaps not surprising that 7 and 10 have energy losses
differing by 0.1% at most.

JO

Algorithm

~

d*

Linear
Interpol-

0

p/A

at ion

E2

eV

e\1

Final
[nergy

8

8

Ef+Ez

from
eqn. (13)

observed

actually

l. CD

t-ll

0.05

Yes

0. 5

1698.1

299.27

1997.4

22.7570

22.7570

2. A.F*

/1.·1!-i

0.05

Yes

0.5

1726.7

294.27

2021.1

21.6878

23.4777

3. AF

'[I

0.05

Yes

0. 5

1702.7

297.43

2000.2

22.6765

22.6833

CD

/1-·H

0.05

Yes

0.0

0.33104

1948.9

1949.2

S. AP

l\JH

0.05

Yes

0.0

22.586

1781.2

1803.8

6. AF

Nil

0.05

Yes

0.0

0.00002

1999.6

1999.6

7. AF

c

0.05

Yes

0.0

0.02516

1985.8

1985.9

8. CD 1

0.05

Yes

0.0

21.044

16!0. 7

1631.8

0.05

Yes

0.0

0.0082

1991.9

1991.9

0.05

No

0.0

0.01976

1987.4

1987.5

11. AF

c
c
c
c

0.09

No

0.0

0.54054

1934.8

1935.3

12. AF

'lll

0.09

No

0.0

0.00201

1996.0

1996.0

13. !\F

Gil

0.09

No

0.0

0.12493

1968.5

1968.6

1.1. AF

c

0.05

No

0.5

1716.4

284.67

2001.0

22.12

22.16

.l

w
c•

Ef

9.

AF"'~·

10. !If

TABLE 1.

Caption.

E. = zero

Binary collision results.
(a)

'1

ev.

MH - \layer-Huggins gas phase [.ref. 9j:

(Potentials/eV).
,Hr) "' 5405.829
0

exp(-3.8462r) Hhere r is the interoarticle separation in A.

(b)

A

c

C - composite [ref. l] which is steep er than (a).

(r _:_ 0. 794~)
0_1

12976.3 eVj B " -49859.2 eV A ,
0_3
0-7
" 66182.2 eV A ~ and D " -29769.9 eV A
=

6
-·1
¢(r) "1.9337 exo(-r' /6) r" ·
-0.2776 r*- 4

(c)

0

(r > 0. 794A)

where r* = r/2 .6666

GII - Gibson II for Copper.

¢(r) "22563.068 exp(-5.096r)
The option of linearly interpolating the notentials and forces
bebveen tabulated points senarated by 0.003

0

A - was available.

CD

Central Difference

lli'*

Average Force - only apnlying oneration of eqn. (5)
to particle 1
--- -· ---

AF

Average Force (complete)

CD'

CD approach using a one cycle nredictor - corrector amendement,

A.P'* -

a constant time s ten throughout the computation,
6t

= 0.79SxlO -16 s,

othen.,rise AF.
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An Introduction to the Discrete Fourier Transform
\11, Smith
The purpose of t."l-tis note is to introduce the novice to the discrete
Fourier transform (OFT) and as such it ~s not intended to be comprehensive
or even rigorous,
It is hoped however, that sufficient isight is provided
to enable newcome::cs to the OFT to understand and avoid some of the problems associated with its use. For a more comprehensive account, readers
are referred to reference 1, which provides an excellent introduction to
the DFT in general. This note may be regarded, in some part, as be~ng a
selective precis of the book. The note begins with a brief description of
the general Fourier transform, followed by its adaptation to the discrete
case. Lastly the application of the DFT to spectral analysis and the
evaluation of correlation functions is briefly discussed,
The Fourier Transform
The Fourier transform H of a function h is given by:
+oo

H(f) =

J

h(t) exp(-i 2Tift)dt

(1)

•• oo

Where, by convention, his assumed to be a function of time (t) and H a
function of frequency (f).
It should be noted that either or both of h
and H may be complex. The inverse Fourier transform is given by:

H(f)

"

I

H(f) exp(i 21Tft)df

( 2)

An important question at this stage concerns the actual existence of
ti1e Fourier integrals,
In general it may be assumed that any function representable by a finite length curve in any chosen interval (i.e. bounded
variation) 'Hill possess a fourier transform.
There are useful functions
which do not comply with this criterion but nevertheless possess Fourier
transforms, (such as the impulse and sampling functions mentioned below)
but these are best treated here as special cases.

Perhaps the most familiar functions which comply with the above criterion are the trigonometric functions which Fourier transform (symbolised
by <=>) as follows:

( 3)

<=>

sin(2TI f t)
0

Where the funct.lon 0( f - fa) is the so-called impulse function, which is
defined by:
8(x-x)=O
0

I
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8 (x -

x

(4)
0

)dx =

34

'rl'hich incidentally, has the very useful property that for any gJ..ven function f(x):
+00

J

rS(x- x )dx = f(x )
0
0

f(x)

-00

(5 I

Thus the simple trigonometric functions Fourier transform from continuous functions in the time domain to pairs of sharp peaks in the frequency
domain.
(This is in fact simpler to establish by using the property (5)
in the inverse Fourier transform (2)).
In view of the traditional role of
the Fourier transform in harmonic analysis this result is of course,
expected!
Further examples of Fourier transforms of relevance here are the sampling function:+oo

s( t) "

'
n=-""

+00
8(t -nt

I <=> S(f) " t
0
0

'

- -"-I
t

8(f

n=-<X>

(6)

0

and the (rectangular) window function:
1

w( t) "

It I < To

-1

2

It I " T0

0

It I

sin(21rT f)

<=> W( f) " 2T0

0

2'1TT0 f

171

> To

Eoth of these functions are needed in the adaptation of the Fourier
integral to the discrete Fourier transform to be discussed later.
The
Fourier transforms of other mathematical functions can be fonnd in general
texts 2 ,

The Fourier transform has a number of useful properties which greatly
assist the manipulation of_ the transform.
These properties, which include
linean.ty, symmetry, ··sc-aling effects and modulation and phase shifting are
d1scussed in reference 1.
The Discrete Fourier Transform
To convert the Fourier transform from its integral representation (1)
to a discrete representation amenable to digital processing, substantial
modifications at the original time functlon are necessry. These modifications result in subtle changes in the properties of the transform that af··
feet the accuracy and the interpretability of the result.
It is instructJ..ve to examine these modifications in turn to learn of their effects and
where possible, the remedies of these effects. 'Itle principal modifications referred to here are sampling and windowing in the time domain and
sampling in the frequency domain.

{ i)

Sampling in the Time Domain
The continuous function of time h(t) may be converted to a discrete
representation by multiplying it by the sampling function s(t) given in
equation (6}. 'file sampling function consists of a.n infinite train of re-
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gularly spaced 'sharp peaks' of unit area but of infinitesimal width.
The
peaks are separated by the time interval t 0 • The result of this multiplication is to produce a set of data points, equally spaced in the time domain at intervals of t and with a value related to the function h( t) at
the corresponding absc~ssa, The effect of this sampling function on the
Fourier transform however, is rather more complic~ted than a simple multiplication of the corresponding Fourier transformed functions S(f) and H(f).
'l'he result is in fact, a convolution integral, which may be summarised
thus:
time

n=+oo

•

"

h( tl s ( t)

h(nt

n=-a:.

domain

0

)

<s I

<
frequency

.~

•

I

domain

S(f' )H(f-f' )df'
-~

The fact that the result in the frequency domain is a convolution integral, is of sufficient importance to warrant at least a demonstration of
its truth.
First it is necessary to define a function u{t) ""h(t) s(t).
From the Fourier transforms of these functions (equation (1)) u( t) may be
written directly as:.~

u( t)

J

S(f) 1-I(o) exp(i2TI(f + o)t) do df

Using the substitution f' = f + a and re-arranging gives:

U( t)

{I ·~

S(fiHif' - fldf} exp(>2wf'tldf'

By comparison with equation (2)

it can be seen at once that the term writ-·
ten in curled brackets above is the Fourier transform of u( t), 1. .e. equations (8) are valid.

The Fourier transform S(f) as shown in equation (6) is a series of
impulse functions separated by the frequency interval 1 /t , The convoluo
tion of this function with til.e Fourier transform H(f) results in a contin~ function of frequency consisting of period1c superpositions of the--function 1-l(f) centred on the locations of the impulse functions (i.e, repeats of the basic function H(f) set at intervals of 1/t apart) •
0

u If I

S(f') H(f- f' )df' =

H(f -

to

<9 I

n=-<»

This periodic replication of the function H( f) is interesting for a
number of reasons,
Firstly it is clearly an artefact of the discretization of the original function h( t) as it does not arise in the Fourier
transform of the continuous function,
Secondly, it is clearly possible
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for neighbouring replications of H(f) to overlap in some c1rcumstances.
When they do they constitute an error in the Fourier transfonn which 1s
known as aliasing.
If however the original function h(t) is band-limited (i.e. does not
possess frequency components higher than a critical frequency f say) then
it is possible to prevent the overlapping error by choosing a sgmpl1ng interval of 1/(2f ) . In this case, which is known as Nyquist sampling,
aliasing does n6t arise. In the general case, all that can be done is to
choose t sufficiently small to reduce aliasing by widening the gaps between thg impulse functions S(f) in the frequency domain.

( ii) Windowing in the Time Domain
The infinite set of data fX)ints produced by sampling of the function
h( t) needs to be reduced to a finite set to allow digital processing.
The
simplest ~>~ay to achieve this is to multiply the sampled function by the
rectangular window function given in (7). This results in a truncated set
of data points (and also a truncated time function!), 'Ihe effect of this
operation in the frequency domain is to convolve the Fourier transform of
the sampled function given in (9) with the Fourier transform of the window
function given 1n (7) (i.e. U(f) is convolved with W(f)), Since the function W(f) consists of a sharp central peak with smaller oscillations on
either side, the convolution introduces ripples into the periodic function
U( f) • These ripples are the source of an error in the DFT known as leakage. This matter however is best left to the ne~t section where it can be
dealt with more fully. Suffice it to say at this stage that if the side
oscillations of the Fourier transformed window function could be reduced
(as by increasing the width of the window for instance) the problem of
leakage may be reduced,
(iii) Sampling in the Frequency Domain
The effect of sampling and windowing on the function h( t) in t:he time
domain is to produce a finite set of discrete data points. In the frequency
domain however, this produced a periodic, continuous function (albeit with
ripples). To allow a completely discrete formulation of the Fourier transform, it is also necessary to sample the frequency domai;1,
'I'o achieve this, the truncated and sampled function in the time domain
is convolved with a sampling function similar to that given in (6) •Nbich
has peaks spaced at intervals of T (the width of the window function}.
0
The effect in the frequency domain is to sample the J?E!riodic function H( f)
at intervals of 1/T in frequency,
However, as might be expected, this
0
operation of sampling the frequency domain results 1n a periodic replication of the function in the time domain as it is described in the interval
[-T /2, T /2]. Thus as far as the discrete Fourier transform is concerned
0
the fLmct~ons h( t) and H(f) are both periodic functions in their respective domains, the former with a period T , and the latter with the period
0
1 jt ,
0

It should be noted that the choice of sampling interval 10 the frequency domain (i.e. 1/T ) is such that the same number of data points are
considered in each doma~n. Also, the possibility of aliasing in the time
domain resulting from sampling at this interval in the frequency domain is
avoided provided that the window function is purposely chosen to possess
extremities that do not coincide with the first and last data points of
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the time domain function.
The result of applying all these operations is to produce the discrete version of the Fourier integral:
N-1

E h(kt )exp(-i2rrnk/N)
0
k=O

I10I
TI""O, ••• ,N-1

The converse of which may be similarly produced.
N-1

E H(n/(Nt0 )}exp(i2rrnk/N)

I11 I

n=O

k=O, ••• ,N-1

where Hand h represent the sampled functions H(f) and h(t) respectively,
The number of data points in each domain is N.
{Note that to enable the
formulae to be useable on a computer 1 the summation indices have been taken
to run from 0 to N-1 instead of from -N/2 to N/2 as might be expected from
the discussion so far. This in fact results in a phase shift of the
Fourier transform, but this is of no practical significance).
The problem of leakage mentioned in the previous section arises from
the windowing of the time domain function but it manifests itself in the
artificial penodicity that the OFT imposes on t..i-te functions h(t) and H(f).
If for instance the natural periodicity of the function h(t) is T ' and
the chosen \ol.i.ndow function imposes a periodicity of T (where T ~ T ')
then it will be observed that the DFT resolves the fr~quency de'Pende~ce of
H(t) into a major and several minor frequency components instead of the
single frequency component expected.
Hence the use of the term 'leakage'.
The origin of these minor components are the s~de oscillations possessed
by the Fourier transformed window function W( f) 1 which via the process of
convolution introduce spurious peaks into the Fourier transform H(f).
If
however the pericd. T ' equals T then it transpires that the peaks of the
0
0
frequency sampling function coincide exactly with the zero points between
the side oscillations of W(f) and hence, ~n this special case, the OFT
does not give rise to spurious peaks l .
For a general function, where the periodicity is unknown leakage is
clearly a problem, as spurious peaks may easily arise in the frequency dependence of the function. A much favoured cure for this problem is the
use of 'Nindow functions which have suppressed or non-existant side oscil~·
lations in the frequency domain. While this strategy certainly reduces
leakage it should be noted that not all window functions are equally good
and all of them have drawbacks in their use.
Fortunately Harris3 has carried out a thorough examination of many window functions.
His review of
them is highly recommended.
Application to Spectral Analysis
The object of the exercise here is a straightfor~ard application of
the DFT to a sampled function with a view to resolving its frequency components. This is a requirement frequently encountered in molecular dyna-
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mics calculations, where the data a:ce invariably produced in a convenient
discretized form.
The problems arising in this application have been outlined already.
They are aliasing and leakage.
Aliasing may be reduced if the sampling rate to is kept small, which
means that the time step in the molecular dynam~cs calculation must be reasonable.
Fortunately, of necessity, the time step will be sufficiently
small to allow adequate modelling of t.'1e dynamics and so an adequate sampling rate should naturally be available.
It may be wor.th noting however
that if the phenomenon of interest is band limited, then selecting a samphng rate near to the Nyquist sampling rate of 1 /(2fc) should lead to more
efficient data processing provided that this sampling interval is equivalent to several time steps.
Leakage is a particular problem if spurious peaks arise to confuse
the interpretation of the results.
In this case, the use of a suitable
window function is essential. Harris 3 recommends a number of window functions for such applications,
Perhaps the best of these (allowing good. resolution of neighbouring frequency peaks) are the Blackman-Harris windows,
which have the form
3

w(k) "

'

j:=O

cos(2Tijk/N)

•;

I 1 2)

Where the coefficients ao to a3 are constants tabulated by Harris 3,
In
the time domain these funct~ons suppress discontinuities at the extremities of the truncated time function {or equivalently have suppressed side
oscillations in the Fourier transformed window function) thus remo11ing
spurious peaks from the frequency spectrum.
Application to Correlation Functions
In molecular dynamics work it is frequently necessary to evaluate integrals of the form:
1

c( t) ""

(T) [

lim
T +

oo

T

I 13 I

ulrl hit+ t) dt
0

Where u and hare both functions of time.
(They may in fact be the same
function, in which case c( t) is known as an autocorrelation function).
Such functions are used to reveal a cause-and-effect relationship between
the functions u and h; by which a change in the value of one function manifests a change in the other at some time interval later.
In molecular dynamics the integral (13) is approximated by the discrete form (14),
N-k-1
(N-k)

I 14 I

'

n=O
k""O, 1 , • • , , N-1

It has been shown however 4 that this direct methcxi is not always the
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most efficient •.ray to proceed and that by employing the DFT considerable
improvements in speed can be achieved.
This me thcxl hinges on the fact
that the Fourier transform of integrals of the type (13) produces a simple
product of Fourier transformed functions in the frequency domain (i.e. the
integral is replaced by the product H(f) U*(f); the Fourier transforms of
h and u respectively - the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate).
Clearly, provided the Fourier transform can be carried out efficiently,
the evaluation of the correlation function in the frequency domain is easy.
Thus a proposed scheme for evaluating correlation functions might be:

(i)
( ii)
(iii)

Fourier transform u(t) and h(t), obtain U*(E), H(f),
Multiply U*(t) H(f), obtain C(f),
Inverse Fourier transform C( f), obtain c( t)

I15J

Though this scheme may appear cumbersome it has to be noted t,l-ta t each
of these steps can be accomplished very efficiently. Computer applications
of the DFT are generally known as 'Fast Fourier Transforms' and with good
reason. They are extremely efficient and as Futrelle and McGinty have
pointed out 4 this indl.rect route is very much faster than the direct method
once the nwuber of data points exceeds about thirty.
('l'he direct method
requires ~ N2 operations while the DFT method requires ~ 3 N logz N floating point operations),
Using the OFT,

the discrete correlation function (14) may be written

as:

c (k t0 I "

1

=-c:-Co-o=
(N k)(2N)

2N-1
[

n=O

U*(n/(2Nt )) H(n/(2Nt )) exp(2Tink/(2N))
0

0

koo0,1

1 '''

I1 6 I

N-1

It will be noticed that the summation indices range over 2N values and
not N as expected. This is because it is necessary to double t,'le length of
the u(kt 0 ) and h(kt ) vectors in the time domain (by appending N zeros to
0
each) to prevent spurious correlations arising. This scheme is in accordance with that given by Kestemont and Van Craen 5 •
Sources of OFT routines are lJ.sted in reference no.6.
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